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Statistics for Six Sigma Made EasyMcGraw-Hill, 2004
So you’re ready to improve your processes and products and satisfy your  customers through Six Sigma—but you’re not looking forward to navigating  complicated statistics in order to get results. Now, Warren Brussee, a veteran  Six Sigma manager who helped his teams generate millions of dollars in savings,  explains how to use...
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Multidimensional Databases: Problems and SolutionsIGI Global, 2003

	The term "multidimensional data" generally refers to data in which a given fact is quantified by a set of measures, obtained by applying one more or less complex aggregative function (from count or sum to average or percent, and so on) to raw data. Such measures are...
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Color Atlas of Genetics, Third Edition (Flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2006

	
		A remarkable achievement by a single author ... concise but informative ... No geneticist or physician interested in genetic diseases should be without a copy of this remarkable edition. --American Journal of Medical Genetics

	
		More than ever, a solid understanding of genetics is a fundamental element of all medical...
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History of Japan: A brief history of Japan - the Land of the Rising SunIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	The interminable history of Japan is a fascinating tale of perseverance and hardship but also of beauty, art, and triumph.Japanese culture, way of life, and other aspects of the society draw in a lot of interest from folks all over the world, and this country has become something of a focal point for many connoisseurs of popular...
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Design of Energy-Efficient Application-Specific Instruction Set ProcessorsSpringer, 2004
After a brief introduction to low-power VLSI design, the design space of ASIP instruction set architectures (ISAs) is introduced with a special focus on important features for digital signal processing. Based on the degrees of freedom offered by this design space, a consistent ASIP design flow is proposed: this design flow starts with a given...
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Python: Create - Modify - ReuseWrox Press, 2008
Python: Create-Modify-Reuse    

    Aimed at all levels of Python developers who are interested in a task-based way of learning Python development, this hands-on book shows how you can efficiently use Python to create robust, real-world applications. After a brief primer on this object-oriented, interactive programming...
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Newnes Data Communications Pocket Book, Fourth Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2002
*A practical engineer’s reference that puts the key information at your fingertips
*Covers essential data, techniques and working practice
*This update covers the latest international regulations

Newnes Data Communications Pocket Book is a remarkable toolkit for engineers, IT professionals, managers and students. The wide...
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New Perspectives on HTML and CSS: BriefCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that HTML
	and CSS have to offer.


	In developing the New Perspectives Series, our goal was to create books that give students
	the software concepts and...
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From Boolean Logic to Switching Circuits and Automata: Towards Modern Information Technology (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Logic networks and automata are facets of digital systems. The change of  the design of logic networks from skills and art into a scientific discipline was possible by the development of the  underlying mathematical theory called the Switching Theory. The fundamentals of this theory come from the attempts towards an algebraic...
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Managerial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book does not Include Access code

	Weygandt, Managerial Accounting, 6th Edition gives students the tools they need to succeed, whether as accountants or in other career paths. The authors present the fundamental concepts of managerial accounting in an easy-to-understand fashion in a decision-making...
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Hypernumbers and Extrafunctions: Extending the Classical Calculus (SpringerBriefs in Mathematics)Springer, 2012

	“Hypernumbers and Extrafunctions” presents a rigorous mathematical approach to operate with infinite values. First, concepts of real and complex numbers are expanded to include a new universe of numbers called hypernumbers which includes infinite quantities. This brief extends classical calculus based on real functions by...
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Linux: Linux Command Lines and Shell ScriptingIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	When you search for a book on Linux programming, you are aiming to get the best deal. In a technological world that is progressing quickly, you need to understand Linux. The question is whether you can carve out enough time to read lengthy books on Linux that are filled to the brim with a lot of unnecessary details and jargon and take a...
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